
SOUTH AUSTRALIA NOMINATION-IMPORTANT ADVICE FOR SA  

APPLICANTS 

 
This is about the SA s ROI process and as a result of the recent communication we conducted with 

the SA officials, we found that the applicants are not allowed for multiple ROI submissions at a time, 

and it should be only one at a time.  

Example: 

If you have already lodged a ROI targeting the 491-nomination stream and apparently noticed that 

your intended occupation also is listed under 190 PR stream and you get encouraged to opt 190 

nomination stream as your most preferred option, to lodge a fresh ROI under 190 stream, you must 

firstly withdraw your former 491 ROI application and proceed with the 190 stream.  

The decision of Shifting from 491 to 190 has its own advantages and the disadvantages. It is a serious 

decision and a risky option one would choose.  

Below are the reasons  

1- 491 nomination stream is the most favourable visa pathway by the immigration authorities due to 

it is being famous to be a visa subclass that doesn’t allow applicants to demand various facilities 

from the Australian government up to a certain stage upon their arrival. So, the welcoming rate 

would be very much higher for 491 visa entrants than 190s. 

2- 190 nomination grants would be controlled by a specific and an obvious critical   selection criteria 

due to it s nature as it will be approached by a set of applicants with striking points scales. Many 

applicants with appealing marks cross leading points rudiments would compete for a limited number 

of nomination places would make it harder to win the game.  

3- Getting tensed and taking sudden decisions to change the visa streams frequently, mainly with SA 

and NSW nomination programs, might create adverse results. Our advice and recommendation is to 

stay still with one stable mind to face the migration challenges ahead. 

CDC Support Team is on extreme alert pertaining to the upcoming nomination events and always 

there to assist you appropriately.  

STAY TUNED WITH US!!!! 

CDC Support Team  


